
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of payment
manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for payment manager

Define requirements and engage closely with the engineering teams to help
determine the best design within the given time and budget
Own and publish Compliance Bulletins for effective mandate communication
Define payments product compliance roadmap and lead the annual strategic
planning process for Compliance initiatives, including quarterly status
updates
Managing the product lifecycle and developing / executing strategies to
expand and extend the product offering
Using data, conducting analysis, building models, conducting A/B testing,
and delivering research results in support of pricing strategy, customer
segmentation, financial forecasting, and identification of opportunities for
future expansion of ACC services
Leading the creation and managing the execution of innovative and scalable
marketing programs to attract new customers and increase engagement with
existing ones
Lead and influence business and technology stakeholders and leaders across
the organization to drive strategic initiatives
Designs and executes standard research methodologies with moderate
supervision, partnering with access and payer marketing team members and
outside vendors to customize research design and methodologies where
appropriate
Synthesizes data from multiple sources and develops realistic, insightful and
actionable recommendations, and present the data/recommendations in a
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Leads department project management needs to ensure optimal business
work flow

Qualifications for payment manager

Experience in successfully deploying a Digital product management discipline
within an organization and a proven record in delivering products that deliver
substantial value
Extensive network across industries, competitors, and vendors
Collaborative leader and skilled in fostering innovation at all levels within an
organization
Advanced degree (Masters, PhD, or equivalent degree) in Design or
Computer Science (or related field) plus 10 years’ experience building and
launching consumer applications on web and mobile platforms and 10 years’
experience managing a roadmap, applying analytical rigor to support
investment decisions and managing build vs
3 to 5 years of product management experience in the subscription payments
space
Strong analytical and quantitative skills with the ability to use data and
metrics to back up assumptions and recommendations, drive actions


